Ontogenetic development of the ophthalmic rete in relation to brain cooling in chickens and pigeons.
The brain cooling capacity of the altricial pigeon increases during posthatching growth at a higher rate than that of the precocial duck and chicken. To determine if this difference between the altricial and the precocial modes of development can be related to growth rates of the vascular heat exchanger involved in brain cooling (the ophthalmic rete), we performed a morphometric analysis of this structure during the post-hatching maturation of the three species. The number of vascular units in the rete did not change during development but differed significantly among species. The retia continued to grow in length and diameter in an exponential relation with body mass at similar rates in all species. The surface area of the retial arteries, which reflects the area available for countercurrent heat exchange, also increased exponentially with body mass, but without significant differences among the three species. However, the effectiveness of the rete in brain cooling, as indicated by the degree of brain cooling per unit of heat-exchange area in the rete, was higher in the altricial pigeon than in the precocial chicken and duck. It is concluded that the posthatching morphometric changes in the ophthalmic rete (rete ophthalmicum) are important for the development of brain cooling capacity, but cannot solely explain differences in brain cooling between growing altricial and precocial birds. These differences are most likely related to differences in the maturation of the central thermoregulatory control system and the peripheral effector mechanisms among the two groups of birds.